
It's the Edo era. You are travelling the lands in search of famous 
cupperware that your master wants. Beside your monthly wages, 
you also get to keep any di�erence between the actual cost of 
the cupperware and what your master is ready to pay for them.
�e goal of this game is to earn 50 ryo before anyone else.
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* When all players have sold their goods, if any one player has 50 ryo or above, that player wins. If 
several players have more than 50 ryo, the one with the most money wins.

* If no one has 50 ryo or more, the game returns to step ; everyone gets 5 ryo and so on.

For a less stressful game, for example when you are playing with your family and the speed with 
which people can look through the territory decks might be unfair, you can try out the following:

1: Players do not grab a number card as soon as they are �nished buying, instead they wait for 
the others.

2: When all players have paid for their goods, the players take number card in reverse "amount of 
money" order, meaning the player who has the least amount of money chooses �rst, then the 
player who has next least amount of money and so on. (If several players have the same 
amount of money, the player with the least amount of objects get to take �rst. If that is also 
the same, just randomize between the tied players.)

Another way to play
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For 2–6 players aged 9 and above
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Game end

237 cards

51 system cards

8 territory cards 43 wanted object cards

186 object cards
* 24 "matsu(pine)/high" object cards (2 each of 12 types)
* 48 "take(bamboo)/middle" object cards (4 each of 12 types)

takematsu ume backbackfront

1 ryo 5 ryo 10 ryo
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* 114 "ume(plum)/low" object cards (6 each of 19 types)

72 money chips
- 36 "1 ryo"
- 18 "5 ryo"
- 18 "10 ryo"

6 number cards 1 game board 1 rule book 
(this sheet)

Sukimono
* In card number order, the players sell their bought objects to the master. You can only sell once 

per round, but you can sell any number of objects of any type.
* �e player gets as much money from the bank as the "wanted objects" list show for the object(s) 

he sells. �e sold object is put face down in a discard pile.
* If you have several objects of the same type, you can sell them all to the listed price. For example, 

if the price for "ivory scoop" is 4 ryo, and you have 4 of them, you get 16 ryo for them all.
* �e price rank for the object that was sold is immediately lowered 1 rank per object (so, if 2 were 

sold, it's lowered 2 ranks). If the price rank cannot be lowered more, the card is instead removed 
from the "wanted objects" list and place face down on the discard pile.

* Exception to the above: �e master will only buy ONE piece of objects with the absolute top 
price of 15 ryo. Also, once an object has been bought for that price, it is immediately removed 
from the "wanted objects" list.

3: Sell the objects to the master

Note: �e player can freely choose to keep some or all of the things he has acquired and sell 
them later.



* Shu�e all 186 "object" cards and make 8 drawpiles faced down. �ey don't need to contain the 
exact same number of cards, but try to get them somewhat even.

* Place one territory card on top of each of the 8 draw piles. �ese 8 piles are now called "territory 
decks" and represent the cupperware that's spread over the land

* Shu�e the "wanted object" cards and make a face down draw pile.
* Put up the game board and �ll it with 5 "wanted object" cards, face up, from the draw pile. See to 

that the price for the objects line up with their rank ("Matsu" is worth 10 ryo, "take" is worth 6 
and "ume" is 4).

* Shu�e and deal out as many number cards as there are players. �e remaining number cards 
aren't used in the game.

* Place the money so that it's reachable to all.

1: Wages and renewal of wanted objects
All players receive 5 ryo from the bank, and the list of "wanted objects" is updated.

2: Search for and purchase objects
In number card order, each player takes a territory deck and returns his number card. When all 
have taken a territory deck each, all players start searching at the same time.
Players who have �nished their seach grab one of the remaining number cards.
When everyone has �nished searching, all pay for their �nds.

3: Sell the objects to the master
In number card order, players sell their bought objects according to the wanted objects list and 
get their rewards.
When all have �nished selling, if anyone has more than 50 ryo, he wins the game. If not, the 
game returns to step 1.

* Each player receives 5 ryo from the bank (even if someone at this point has above 50 ryo, the 
game doesn't end).

* Update of the wanted objects list isn't done the �rst round; only from the second round and 
onwards:

–Remove the leftmost wanted object from the game board; this isn't wanted any more. �is is done 
even if there is just one card left on the board.

* In card number order, each player chooses in what territory to look, takes that territory pile and 
turns in his number card (don't look at the territory deck yet)

* You can only search in 1 territory per round.
* When all players have decided where to search, on "one, two, buy" everyone starts to search for 

and purchase objects in the territory they are in (look through the territory pile trying to �nd what 
they want).

* If you �nd something you want, put the card face down in front of you. (�e other players shouls 
be able to see how many things you buy and for what price).

* As long as you have enough money, there is no limit to how much you can buy (you can decide to 
buy nothing).

* If you don't want to buy more, or if you want to take a number card quickly, you can stop your 
search any time you want. Say "I'm �nished" or something, and take one of the number cards that 
were turned in before the search started.

* When everyone has �nished buying, everyone must pay for the stu� they bought.

Note: When taking a number cards, you normally want to take the lowest, but you can take any 
one you want.

Note: When only 1 player is left still buying, that player has 30 seconds to �nish.

Note: If you on beforehand have already decided that you don't want to search, you can 
announce that and claim a number card as soon as you have turned in yours (you may 
take the one you just turned in).

1: Wages and renewal of wanted objects

2: Search for and purchase objects

Preparations

Flow of the game

(Note: All �nished wanted objects are put face down in a discard pile beside the board).

–Slide all remaining wanted objects cards left on the board as far to the left as possible.
–�en raise all price ranks with 1 step. Prices already on max stay where they are.
–Fill up from the draw pile so that there are 5 wanted objects on the list. �ese new objects are 
aligned to their price rank.

take

"take" object

matsu

ume

Line up objects with their rank


